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Our philosophy:

We at Churchill Debt Settlement believe the Credit Card practices in the United States are setup to

deceive consumers. On this premise, it is Churchill's mission to ethically relieve consumers of credit

card and other unsecured debt. Churchill Debt Settlement operates in a straight forward manner to

alleviate the financial pressure forced on consumers through the questionable and deliberately

misleading practices of bank lending.

Churchill Debt Settlement is a remarkable innovator at the forefront of debt settlement and debt

control. In offering debt settlement, Churchill provides an intelligent option to help consumers avoid

bankruptcy and secure their financial future. A secure future opens the door for college funds, a safe

retirement, and most importantly freedom. Churchill can help you take control of your financial future.

Call today for a free consultation.

Thomas Rosch, Commissioner of the Federal Trade Commission, recognized recently that "debt

settlement is a viable and needed service for consumers."

Let Churchill earn your business by allowing our debt settlement specialists and professional debt

arbitration team 'go to bat' for you. Give yourself the opportunity to reduce your current unsecured

debt balance by up to 60%, and become free of the burden of your debt in just a couple of years.

Member
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What about the harassing phone calls I have been receiving?
• CNN — Obama addresses credit crunch '1 0

Your rights are clearly stated in FDCPA (Fair Debt Collection Practices Act), which protects

consumers from this type of harassment, allowing you to enjoy your personal time with friends and

family while we fight for you. Call today for a complete breakdown of your consumer rights

Which debts can be settled:

We can settle all unsecured debts. Unsecured debts are accounts that don't have a form of collateral

behind them, such as mortgage or an auto loan. Here is a reference guide to what debts we can

settle:

Credit card debt

Department Store Cards

Medical/Hospital Bills in Collections

Unsecured Lines of Credit

Oil/Gas Cards

Should I just file bankruptcy:

The negative effect of bankruptcy will stay with you for years to come. Before making any decisions,

make sure to be educated in all of them. Here are some of the facts about bankruptcy:

Bankruptcy can cost up to $2,500 to file plus additional attorney's fees.

Chapter 13 has a 5% trustee fee for the administration.

Chapter 13 bankruptcy the court decides what you can pay.

Bankruptcy may hurt your chances when applying for a job in security or financial services

Bankruptcy will likely result in higher interest rates on future loans and credit.

Bankruptcy carries a negative stigma, emotional stress, and other burdens.

Chapter 7 bankruptcy is more difficult to qualify for since the change in bankrupcy laws in 2005.

Chapter 13 bankruptcy usually requires the payback of all of your debt according to your ability to

pay as determined by the bankruptcy court and a judge
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Reduce your debt balance and and monthly payments by 60% through • CNN — Obama addresses credit crunch '1 0

our FTC compliant debt settlement program:

Please call our toll free number: 2!2-480-4849 for immediate contact
and a quick screening process!

Contact Person: Our Certified Debt Specialists are Standing By

Address

Churchill Debt Settlement

40 Broad Street, 4th Floor

New York, New York

10008

Email: info@churchilldebt.corn

FAX: 866 854 1103

Contact Form

Your Name (required)

Your Email (required)

Subject

Your Message
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We are located in the heart of the midtown financial district in New York City.
• CNN — Obama addresses credit crunch '1 0

The founders are graduates of Tulane University and they have many years of experience in the

financial sector, including crucial roles working for Morgan Stanley and JP Morgan Chase bank.

These roles gave the founders insight into the questionable practices of the credit industry, thus the

birth of Churchill Debt Settlement. Churchill's mission is to combat the misleading and often deceitful

practices of the lending industry by providing consumers the right to arbitration with creditors.

M e m b e r

4 lnter nat i o na l A s s o c i a t i o n o f
Pr ofess io na l D e b t A r b i t r a to r s

Member: Better Business Bureau NYC
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Our team of financial professionals committed to the ethical and result driven resolution of your debt
• CNN — Obama addresses credit crunch '1 0

will guide you throughout the entire debt arbitration process.

The debt settlement program designed specifically for your situation is a win-win situation for both

you and the credit companies. Your creditors win because they save money by eliminating the cost

of collections, and in some cases a total loss if bankruptcy is declared. You win because you can

begin living with a clean slate without the bank's financial pressures, annoying phone calls and the

burden of paying off your debt for decades while incurring outrageous interest rate charges.

Gather your statements and call one of our experienced and highly specialized debt consultants

today!
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